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A ﬁnite W -algebra U (g, e) is a certain ﬁnitely generated algebra
associated to a nilpotent element e of a complex reductive Lie
algebra g. There is a (loop) ﬁltration on U (g, e) such that the
associated graded algebra is isomorphic to U (ge), where ge is
the centralizer of e in g. In this short note, we show that
Verma modules for ﬁnite W -algebras, as deﬁned in Brundan et al.
(2008) [BGK], are ﬁltered deformations of Verma modules for
U (ge).
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let g be a reductive Lie algebra over C and let e ∈ g be nilpotent. The ﬁnite W -algebra U (g, e)
associated to the pair (g, e) is a ﬁnitely generated algebra obtained from U (g) by a certain quantum
Hamiltonian reduction. Following the work of Premet in [Pr1], ﬁnite W -algebras and their represen-
tation theory have attracted a great deal of research interest, see for example [BGK,BK,GG,Gi,Lo,Pr2].
In [BGK, Theorem 3.8] (which is a slight variation of [Pr2, Proposition 2.1]), it is shown that U (g, e)
is a ﬁltered deformation of U (ge), where ge denotes the centralizer of e in g. More speciﬁcally, there
is a ﬁltration (F jU (g, e)) on U (g, e), called the loop ﬁltration, such that the associated graded algebra
grU (g, e) is canonically isomorphic to U (ge). An approach to highest weight theory for ﬁnite W -
algebras is given in [BGK, §4], which, in particular, includes a deﬁnition of Verma modules for U (g, e).
The principle result of this paper is Theorem 3.1, which says that there is a canonical loop ﬁltration
on a Verma module for U (g, e) such that the associated graded module is a Verma module for U (ge),
see Theorem 3.1 for a precise statement. This theorem is required in [Go, §7.3], where translations of
Verma modules are considered.
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2.1. Finite W -algebras
Let G be connected reductive algebraic group over C, let g be the Lie algebra of G and let (·|·) be
a non-degenerate symmetric invariant bilinear form on g. For x ∈ g and a subspace a of g, we write
ax for the centralizer of x in a.
Let e be a nilpotent element of g and ﬁx an sl2-triple (e,h, f ). Deﬁne the linear functional
χ : g → C, x → (e|x).
Let te be a maximal toral subalgebra of ge ∩gh , and let t be a maximal toral subalgebra of g containing
te and h. Let Φ be the root system of g with respect to t.
We recall that a Z-grading
g =
⊕
j∈Z
g( j)
of g is called a good grading for e if e ∈ g(2), ge ⊆⊕ j0 g( j) and z(g) ⊆ g(0), see [EK]. The standard
example of a good grading for e is the Dynkin grading obtained by taking the adh-eigenspace de-
composition of g. We ﬁx a good grading for the remainder of the paper, which we assume satisﬁes
t ⊆ g(0). We abbreviate
p =
⊕
j0
g( j), n =
⊕
j<0
g( j), k = g(−1).
In particular, p is a parabolic subalgebra of g and n is the nilradical of the opposite parabolic. The
bilinear form 〈·|·〉 on k deﬁned by
〈x|y〉 = χ([y, x])
is alternating and non-degenerate.
Let kne = {xne | x ∈ k} be a “copy” of k and give kne the structure of a non-linear Lie algebra with
bracket deﬁned by [xne, yne] = 〈x|y〉. The non-linear Lie algebra g˜ = g ⊕ kne is deﬁned by extending
the bracket on g and kne and declaring that [x, yne] = 0 for x ∈ g and y ∈ k. We refer the reader
to [DK, §3.1] or [BGK, §2.2] for information about non-linear Lie algebras. We have the subalgebra
p˜ = p ⊕ kne of g˜, and have tensor decompositions U (g˜) ∼= U (g) ⊗ U (kne) and U (p˜) ∼= U (p) ⊗ U (kne) of
the universal enveloping algebras of g˜ and p˜ respectively. Further, U (kne) is isomorphic to the Weyl
algebra associated to k and the form 〈·|·〉. For x ∈ n, we deﬁne xne = x(−1)ne, where x =∑ j∈Z x( j) is
decomposed with respect to the good grading.
We deﬁne I to be the left ideal of U (g˜) generated by x− xne −χ(x) for x ∈ n. By the PBW theorem
for U (g˜) we have a direct sum decomposition U (g˜) = U (p˜) ⊕ I . We write Pr : U (g˜) → U (p˜) for the
projection along the above direct sum decomposition. There is an action of n on U (p˜) by
x · u = Pr([x− xne,u]),
which we refer to as the twisted adjoint action. The ﬁnite W -algebra associated to g and e is deﬁned
to be the n-invariants in U (p˜) for the twisted adjoint action
U (g, e) = U (p˜)n = {u ∈ U (p˜) ∣∣ Pr([x− xne,u])= 0 for all x ∈ n}.
It is a subalgebra of U (p˜), see [BGK, Theorem 2.4].
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Remark 2.1. We note that there are different deﬁnitions of ﬁnite W -algebras in the literature,
see [BGK, §2] for a discussion. Also we remark that up to isomorphism the deﬁnition of U (g, e) does
not depend on the choice of good grading, see [BG, Theorem 2].
2.2. PBW basis and the loop ﬁltration
We have a te-weight space decomposition
g = g0 ⊕
⊕
α∈Φe
gα,
where gα = {x ∈ g | [t, x] = α(t)x for all t ∈ te} and Φe ⊆ (te)∗ is the restricted root system associated
to e; see [BG, §2 and §3] for information on restricted root systems. For the remainder of this arti-
cle we ﬁx a system Φe+ of positive roots in the restricted root system Φe . We deﬁne the nilpotent
subalgebras g± =⊕α∈Φe± gα of g.
The choice of positive roots Φe+ leads to the triangular decomposition
ge = ge− ⊕ ge0 ⊕ ge+ (2.2)
of ge . We pick bases f1, . . . , fm for ge− , h1, . . . ,hl for ge0, and e1, . . . , em for ge+; further we assume
that for each i, we have f i ∈ ge−γi and ei ∈ geγi for some γi ∈ Φe+ .
Let z1, . . . , z2s be a symplectic basis for k, so that 〈zi |z∗j 〉 = δi, j for all 1 i, j  2s where
z∗j :=
{
z j+s for j = 1, . . . , s,
−z j−s for j = s + 1, . . . ,2s.
By [Pr2, §2.5] (see [BGK, Theorem 3.3] for the formulation in the present setup), the Lie algebra
homomorphism θ : ge ↪→ U (p˜) deﬁned by
θ(x) =
{
x+ 12
∑2s
i=1[x, z∗i ]neznei if x ∈ ge(0),
x if x ∈ ge( j) for j > 0,
is te-equivariant and restricts to a Lie algebra homomorphism ge(0) ↪→ U (g, e).
The good grading on g induces a grading of U (p), which we extend to a grading of U (p˜) by
declaring that elements of kne have degree 0. In general U (g, e) is not a graded subalgebra of U (p˜) but
there is an induced ﬁltration (F jU (g, e)) j∈Z0 of U (g, e) called the loop ﬁltration, as deﬁned in [BGK,
§3.3] where it is called the good ﬁltration. The associated graded algebra grU (g, e) is identiﬁed with
a subalgebra of U (p˜). By [BGK, Theorem 3.8], θ gives a te-equivariant graded algebra isomorphism
θ : U(ge) ∼→ grU (g, e). (2.3)
Thanks to [BGK, Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 3.7] there exists a (non-unique) te-equivariant linear
map Θ : ge ↪→ U (g, e) such that Θ(x) = θ(x) for x ∈ ge(0), and grΘ(y) = θ(y) for all y ∈ ge . Let
Fi = Θ( f i), Hi = Θ(hi) and Ei = Θ(ei). Then the monomials
Fa11 · · · Famm Hb11 · · · Hbl Ec11 · · · Ecmm ,l
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that [BGK, Theorem 3.6] is essentially a reformulation of [Pr1, Theorem 4.6].
2.3. Highest weight theory
We give a brief overview from [BGK, §4].
We have e ∈ g0 and the good grading of g induces a good grading g0 = ⊕ j∈Z g0( j). Thus the
ﬁnite W -algebra U (g0, e) is deﬁned in analogy to U (g, e). As explained in [BGK, §4.1], we have
U (g0, e) ⊆ U (p0), where p0 = p ∩ g0. The analogue θ0 : U (ge0) → U (p0) of θ from (2.3) restricts to
the inclusion U (ge0(0)) ↪→ U (g0, e). Further, the loop ﬁltration gives a loop ﬁltration of U (g0, e) and
the isomorphism
θ0 : U
(
ge0
) ∼→ grU (g0, e) ⊆ U (p0) (2.4)
is the identity map.
We let U (g, e)0 be the zero weight space of U (g, e) for the adjoint action of te . We deﬁne U (g, e)

to be the left ideal of U (g, e) generated by {Ei | i = 1, . . . ,m}. Then by [BGK, Theorem 4.3], U (g, e)0,
 =
U (g, e)0 ∩ U (g, e)
 is a two-sided ideal of U (g, e)0, and the quotient U (g, e)0/U (g, e)0,
 is isomorphic
to U (g0, e). In order to explain this isomorphism explicitly we need to deﬁne the weight γ ∈ ZΦ . Let
b1, . . . ,br be a basis for n with bi ∈ g(−di) of weight βi ∈ Φ and deﬁne
γ =
∑
1ir
βi |te∈Φe−
βi . (2.5)
We deﬁne U (p˜)0 and U (p˜)0,
 in analogy to U (g, e)0 and U (g, e)0,
 . Then we have the direct sum de-
composition U (p˜)0 = U (p0) ⊕ U (p˜)0,
 and deﬁne the projection π : U (p˜)0 U (p0) along this decom-
position. By [BGK, Lemma 4.1], γ is a character of p0, so we can deﬁne the shift S−γ : U (p0) → U (p0)
by S−γ (x) = x− γ (x) for x ∈ p0. By [BGK, Theorem 4.3] the composition
S−γ ◦π : U (g, e)0 → U (p0)
has image equal to U (g0, e) and kernel equal to U (g, e)0,
 and, therefore, gives the desired isomor-
phism U (g, e)0/U (g, e)0,

∼→ U (g0, e).
Given a ﬁnite dimensional U (g0, e)-module L we deﬁne the induced U (g, e)-module
M(L) = (U (g, e)/U (g, e)
)⊗U (g0,e) L,
where U (g, e)/U (g, e)
 is viewed as a right U (g0, e)-module via the isomorphism U (g0, e) ∼=
U (g, e)0/U (g, e)0,
 . We call M(L) the quasi-Verma module of type L. In case L is irreducible M(L) is a
Verma module as deﬁned in [BGK, §4.2].
3. The loop ﬁltration of Verma modules
Let L be a ﬁnite dimensional U (g0, e)-module. By a slight abuse of notation we write 1 = 1 +
U (g, e)
 ∈ U (g, e)/U (g, e)
, so that 1 ⊗ L is a highest weight subspace of M(L). Then we can deﬁne
the loop ﬁltration of M(L) by setting F jM(L) = (F jU (g, e))(1⊗ L). In this way M(L) becomes a ﬁltered
U (g, e)-module, so the associated graded module grM is a module for grU (g, e). Therefore, we can
view grM(L) as a U (ge)-module through the isomorphism θ from (2.3).
We can ﬁlter L as a U (g0, e)-module by concentrating the ﬁltration in degree 0, i.e. Fi(L) = L for
i  0 and Fi(L) = 0 and i < 0. Therefore, gr L is a module for grU (g0, e), and we may view gr L as
a U (ge0) module through the isomorphism θ0 from (2.4). We may explicitly describe the structure of
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e ↪→ U (g0, e), then the action
of ge0 on gr L is the same as its action on L under the canonical identiﬁcation gr L
∼= L; next we note
that the action of ge0( j) on gr L for j > 0 is zero.
Let
δ =
∑
1ir
βi |te∈Φe−
di2
βi + 12
∑
1ir
βi |te∈Φe−
di=1
βi
using the notation for deﬁning γ in (2.5). By [BGK, Lemma 4.1], δ extends to a character of p0, so we
can deﬁne the shift S−δ in analogy to S−γ . In particular, this means that for a ge0-module L′ , we can
twist the action of ge0 by S−δ to obtain a module S−δ(L′).
Let L′ be a ﬁnite dimensional ge0-module. Then using the triangular decomposition of ge from (2.2),
we deﬁne the quasi-Verma module
M
(
L′
)= U(ge)⊗U (ge0⊕ge+) L′
for U (ge), where L′ is extended to a module for U (ge0 ⊕ ge+) by letting ge+ act trivially. We can de-
ﬁne highest weight U (ge)-modules in the standard way, and then quasi-Verma modules satisfy the
corresponding universal property.
We are now in a position to state and prove the theorem of this note.
Theorem 3.1. Let L be a ﬁnite dimensional U (g0, e)-module. Then there is an isomorphism of U (ge)-modules
grM(L) ∼= M(S−δ(gr L)).
Proof. We can identify gr(1 ⊗ L) with a subspace of M(L). For v ∈ L and a = (a1, . . . ,am) ∈ Zm0, we
have
gr
(
F a ⊗ v) = gr(F a)gr(1⊗ v)
= θ( f )a gr(1⊗ v)
=: f a gr(1⊗ v),
where F a = Fa11 · · · Famm , θ( f )a = θ( f1)a1 · · · θ( fm)am and f a = f a11 · · · f amm . Therefore, as {F a ⊗ v |
a ∈ Zm0, v ∈ L} is a basis for M(L), by [BGK, Theorem 4.5], we see that grM(L) is generated by
gr(1⊗ L). Further, we have
ei gr(1⊗ v) := θ(ei)gr(1⊗ v)
= gr(Ei(1⊗ v))
= 0,
and
hi gr(1⊗ v) := θ(hi)gr(1⊗ v)
= gr(Hi(1⊗ v))
= gr(Hi ⊗ v)
= gr(1⊗ (S−γ ◦π)(Hi)v) ∈ gr(1⊗ L).
So grM(L) is a highest weight U (ge)-module with highest weight space gr(1⊗ L).
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that
gr
(
1⊗ (S−γ ◦π)(Hi)v
)= S−δ(hi)v, (3.2)
where the left-hand side is interpreted in the grU (g0, e)-module gr L. To justify this claim, we ﬁrst
recall from [BGK, Lemma 4.2] that S−γ ◦π ◦θ = S−δ : U (ge0) → U (p0). Next note that if hi ∈ ge0(0), then
we have Hi = θ(hi), so (3.2) holds in this case. Now suppose hi ∈ ge0( j) for j > 0, then since π and
S−γ are ﬁltered maps with respect to the loop ﬁltration, we see that gr(S−γ ◦ π(Hi)) = θ(hi) = hi ;
further, S−δ(hi) = hi . This proves that (3.2) holds, which implies that as U (ge0)-modules we have
gr(1⊗ L) ∼= S−δ(gr L),
where the left-hand side is considered as a U (ge0)-submodule of grM(L) and the right-hand side as
above.
Therefore, the universal property of quasi-Verma modules implies that there is an epimorphism of
U (ge)-modules
M
(
S−δ(gr L)
)
 grM(L).
Further, the te-weight spaces in M(S−δ(gr L)) and in grM(L) clearly have the same dimension, so this
must be an isomorphism. 
Remark 3.3. We remark that there is another important ﬁltration of U (g, e), namely the Kazhdan
ﬁltration. There is an analogue of Theorem 3.1, which can be proved using similar arguments.
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